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A controversial proposal to pilot the training of child protection social workers through an intensive work-based route in England is being supported and funded by the UK Government. Frontline, the brainchild of a former teacher, locates social work training within local authorities (‘the agency’) rather than university social work departments (‘the academy’) and has stimulated debate amongst social work academics about their role in shaping the direction of the profession. As a contribution to this debate, this paper explores the duality of social work education, which derives its knowledge from both the academic social sciences and the experience of practice within social work agencies. While social work education has traditionally been delivered by the academy, this paper also explores whether the delivery of training in the allied professions of probation and nursing by ‘the agency’ is equally effective. Finally, this paper explores the Helsinki model which achieves a synergy of ‘academy’ and ‘agency’. It suggests that there are alternative models of social work education, practice and research which avoid dichotomies between the ‘academy’ and the ‘agency’ and enable the profession to be shaped by both social work academics and practitioners.
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Introduction

Social work education in Europe operates within diverse historical, political and professional contexts. In the UK, it is highly regulated in contrast to most other European countries (Lymbery, Charles, Christopherson, & Eadie, 2000). Social work programmes in England, for example, are required to be approved by the Health and Care Professions Council to permit graduates to register as a social worker and to be endorsed by The College of Social Work to achieve benchmark standards for the profession. This limits the latitude of university social work departments in setting their own curricula. Government shaping of social work education through successive reviews [two reviews have commenced in 2013 while the recommendations of the previous one (Social Work Reform Board, 2010) are still being implemented] further prevents social work from becoming a fully autonomous profession and shaping its own destiny in the UK (Welbourne, 2011).

University social work educators in Europe apply knowledge derived from the social sciences and other disciplines in the education and training of social workers and attempt to foster a sense of professional identity within social work students. Social work academics aspire to conduct research of real-world relevance for practitioners and of intrinsic value for its scholarship (Parker & van Teijlingen, 2012). Its foundation in social theory and social research means that social work practice is inextricably connected to the academy from which it is derived. However, in the UK, where about 80% of social workers are employed by the state (Moriarty & Murray, 2007) and social work roles and tasks are largely defined by government policy, there are repeated concerns about social work education not sufficiently preparing students for frontline practice (Clapton, 2013; Social Work Task Force, 2009). This does not appear to occur elsewhere in Europe.

Debate about the readiness to practice of social work students in the UK is not new (Marsh & Triseliotis, 1996; Pithouse & Scourfield, 2002). University-based social work programmes are criticised by employers as not adequately preparing students to keep records, write reports, assess risk or manage their time (Marsh & Triseliotis, 1996; Pithouse & Scourfield, 2002), for example. This is in contrast to employment-based routes, which came to the fore during crises in the recruitment and retention of social workers (Asquith, Clark, & Waterhouse, 2005; Cauvain, 2010; Douglas, 2002; Kirkpatrick & Hoque, 2006; Lymbery, 2004), where newly qualified social workers had acquired many of these skills prior to undertaking the training (Dunworth, 2007; Harris, Manthorpe, & Hussein, 2008).

A recent proposal generated by the Institute for Public Policy Research think tank to fast-track bright graduates through a focused child protection training programme to become social workers (MacAlister, 2012) has the support of the UK Government but little backing from the social work profession. This is perhaps a sign that leadership of social work education is shifting even further away from the social work academy. It is even possible that entirely non-academic routes into social work may be just around the corner in the UK. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) provide the majority of social care (non-professionally accredited) training in the UK and it is possible that they may...
also develop social work degree programmes in an increasingly diverse higher education market. Although universities add value to social work education through the practice-relevant research conducted by its academic staff, a lack of research training and the recruitment of university staff primarily as social work educators have reduced the capacity for social work research (Orme & Powell, 2008). Unless the social work academy can show more effectively how it adds value to social work practice, social work education could be removed from the academy entirely.

The need for the social work academy to be able to communicate to individual students, as well as to social work agencies and political decision-makers, that undertaking a social work degree programme brings added value to professional training is clearly a pressing one. This paper explores this dilemma facing the social work academy.

First, using the example of social work education in the UK and drawing upon interviews with children and family social workers (Cauvain, 2010), we explore the disconnect between students’ expectations when they graduate and the reality of social work practice in child protection agencies.

Second, we utilise findings from other practice-based disciplines (nursing and probation) which have shifted between vocational and academic training, to establish what is and is not known about the advantages and disadvantages of professional training within higher education, as a basis for the establishment of priorities for future research into this area of social work.

Finally, we explore the Helsinki model which brings the academy and agency together in Helsinki for their mutual benefit. Although only one example of good practice, it may provide a means to integrate the academy and agency in social work to enrich both.

The focus on the UK and Finland allows greater depth of attention, although it invites extension of the discussion more widely across Europe. At least four factors are at play. First, most programmes in European countries are less highly regulated than the UK, such that aspiring social work students may complete their professional training in a more varied, but perhaps less integrated fashion, such as in Germany, for example. Second, in other parts of Europe the shifts and changes in social work training have been inextricably tied to the practice within social pedagogy. This is the case, for example, in the Baltic states. This also shapes priorities in the research agenda, such that in countries like Denmark research and scholarship in the social work field are referenced against different institutional and policy contexts compared with Finland and the UK. Third, questions of scale and location are important. Some European countries have a very small number of social work programmes, while others have programmes that are located outside the university sector. A final factor at work in social work education flows from the breakup of the Soviet bloc a quarter of a century ago. Several countries can look back to a period prior to the rise of communist governments where social work programmes had begun to emerge, but were then closed or became atrophied and desiccated for half a century. The conclusions we draw from this article need to be read in the context of these limitations.

**Social work education in the UK**

The Browne Review (2010) on the sustainability of the university sector in England and Wales led to a substantial increase in student fees of up to £9000 per year. This led to what some described as a crisis for the academy (Docherty, 2011) as the coalition
government cut teaching budgets in universities by 80% (100% within the arts, humanities and social sciences). Whilst social work student bursaries are available to some, the largely private funding of undergraduate education (via student loans) has helped to heighten the customer culture in universities, underpinned by the increasing significance of a National Student Survey (NSS) and a ‘league table’ approach to provision and the student fee regime. While ‘rate your professor’ sites (e.g. http://www.ratemyprofessors.com) are as yet fairly minimal in Europe we might anticipate their growth in so far as university education becomes increasingly subject to market forces. A third of the students complain of poor value for money courses (Which?/Higher Education Policy Institute, 2013). It is within this context that the role of the social work academy in relation to currency and relevance, effectiveness and preparedness of students for practice, and quality of courses and students, is being scrutinised.

Some UK social work courses have recently closed (King’s College London, Southampton, Reading) and, under the coalition government (2010–2015), social work vacancy rates have decreased (Local Government Association, 2013). While this may seem to imply a reduction in need, this seems unlikely with evidence suggesting frontline workers remain overstretched and job satisfaction continues to threaten retention (McFadden, 2012) especially in relation to longer-serving and experienced social workers (Burns & Christie, 2013).

The art of becoming a professional social worker in the UK involves the ‘twin-track approach’ of social work education, ‘a grounding in a discipline within the social sciences’ and of social work training, ‘learning how to do it’ (Doel, 2012, p. 142). Such an approach, whether complementary or conflictual, distinctly aligns education with the academy and training with the agency. This road to professional status is justifiably one of both challenge and reward, reflecting the reality and complexity of practice. Students must successfully complete 170 days of assessed work-based learning, usually across two placements, and attain passes in a variety of academic modules across the course (General Social Care Council, 2012). The twin-track approach, therefore, serves to prepare students for professional employment within the diverse range of social work settings.

The currency and relevance of social work courses are particularly upheld by the academic team delivering the ‘grounding’ and practice educators providing the ‘training’. ‘Grounding’ in social work reflects theories, values and the complexities of human beings working with each other, often in times of great need. Social work research necessarily feeds and nourishes the wide-ranging knowledge base which students use overtly or tacitly, consciously or unconsciously, within their placements. The connectedness of these elements also needs to be taught, experienced and understood by all involved in the education of social workers.

Criticism has been levelled at courses where the need to apply theory to practice is not always reflected in the practice experience, where the need to ‘hit the ground running’ prevails. A typical response (from an empirical study of social work with children and families) was: ‘I don’t particularly feel that the universities are equipping social workers with the right skills to come and join local authority children and families teams’ (children and families social worker, Cauvain, 2010). Likewise, critical analysis of peer-reviewed journal articles can feel somewhat incongruous with daily social work.

The previous social work education regulator in England identified prolonged concerns over the supply, quality and relevance of practice placements for social work students (General Social Care Council, 2012). Experienced practitioners also expressed disbelief at poor standards of basic writing skills, including grammar and the lack of
experience of some students. For example: ‘I think resilience is possibly in the process of being eroded; accepting students onto the social work degree with little or no real life experience and social work practice in non-statutory sectors’ (senior children and families social worker, Cauvain, 2010). Universities report an increasing number of assessments of students with learning difficulties, including dyslexia, that affect ability in reading and writing (Tinklin, Riddell, & Wilson, 2001; Vickerman & Blundell, 2010). Students also share concerns, highlighting a disconnect between their expectation and the perceived reality of practice (Cauvain, 2010), as shown in Table 1.

Evidence suggests links between the negativity around these experiences, feelings of detachment towards the employer, increased likelihood of retention problems and subsequent burden on the remaining colleagues (Figure 1).

A key element of UK social work education appears to be the need for both the academy and the agency to effectively manage student expectations. In doing so, academics must consider the academy’s influence in student disconnect and whether their

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student expectation</th>
<th>Perceived reality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct work—helping people</td>
<td>Commissioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a difference</td>
<td>Meeting a target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to ‘do the job’</td>
<td>Time limitations and Integrated Children’s System (ICS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship-based approach</td>
<td>Crisis management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture of reflection and evaluating progress</td>
<td>Culture of audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventative work</td>
<td>Child protection work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available resources</td>
<td>Service and budget cuts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mismatch between social work student expectations and realities (Cauvain, 2010).

![Figure 1. Cycle of disconnect and dissatisfaction.](image-url)
contribution is relevant, contemporary and of high quality. Fundamentally, we should teach in the light of the implications that the perceived reality of practice has for social work. It is also important to reflect on the connectedness of the academy and agency to each other and to their students, and the connections of individual academics to social work practice. Discourse around expectations is essential and should involve a process of asking questions, actively listening to responses, clarifying issues and acting upon them.

As previously acknowledged, the complexities involved in working with human beings can be both challenging and rewarding; committed and connected students are likely to become committed, connected and retained social workers. Positive dialogue between the academy, agency and students based on reciprocity and a united aim for social justice can lead to successful social work education. This implies a fundamental need for duality; for course content that maintains currency and relevance; an ability to effectively prepare students for practice; and be of a quality that yields high-calibre social workers who will serve their service users well.

The effectiveness of higher education in the training of nursing and probation professionals

Arguably, then, the quality of social work practice is better as a result of training which incorporates significant input from academics within institutions of higher education alongside and as part of preparation for practice. But what evidence supports this proposition? In fact, there is a paucity of research that enables us either to confirm or refute the presumed advantages of higher education as the preferred location for social work training. Orme (2012) suggests that both ‘snapshot’ and ‘moving picture’ evaluations have in built limitations, and so neither is well placed to address the issue of impact on practice outcomes. As Burgess and Carpenter (2010) conclude, their own work ‘provided only limited evidence of outcomes in terms of changes in behaviour ... and no evidence of the impact of social work education on the lives of service users and carers’ (2010, p. 129). Consequently, the social work academy is not well placed to demonstrate whether or not the quality of outcomes in professional social work is better under work- or university-based routes to qualification.

One way in which we might enhance our understanding in this area is via comparative review of how such shifts have impacted in other practice-based disciplines. Concerns about the quality of professional training and practice are not limited to social work (Moriarty, Manthorpe, Stevens, & Hussein, 2011). In some disciplines, there have been recent shifts which might enable us to establish some parameters for this discussion. Nursing and probation are both similar to, and, in the UK at least, have links with, social work. Nursing is generally regarded as a ‘caring’ profession, which emphasises reflective practice, critical reflection and critical appraisal as sense-making activities. Over the last two decades, it has shifted in the UK from a vocational pathway to an academic one. Probation officers, meanwhile, trained as or alongside social workers until 1997, but are now trained wholly ‘on the job’ with very little input from academics. The findings of research into the impact of these shifts on the quality of practice and outcomes may enable us to establish the advantages and disadvantages of professional training within higher education, and inform debates about the future of social work education.

The introduction of university-delivered pre-registration nursing education stemmed from reforms initiated in the mid-1980s, which culminated in the requirement that a
bachelor’s degree would be the minimum academic level for all nurses across the UK as of 2013. This was intended to ensure ‘fitness to practice’ at point of registration (Willis, 2012). Process-oriented studies have investigated the consequences of these changes. For example, Lauder et al. (2008) found consensus amongst key stakeholders that nurses trained with university involvement were ‘fit for practice’ at point of registration, which represented a major change from earlier studies. There have also been studies focusing on the development of key skills (e.g. Thompson & Stapley, 2011). Although these findings point to advantages arising from the involvement of higher education in professional training, there has been no large-scale evaluation of whether or not the shift ‘from the vocational to the academic’ has led to higher quality nursing practice or improved outcomes to further substantiate them.

In probation, there has been a substantial amount of research undertaken into the changing nature and quality of practice since the ‘messy divorce’ (McNeill, Bracken, & Clarke, 2010) from social work. Initially, this focused on large-scale evaluation of effectiveness, under the banner of ‘what works’ or ‘the effective practice initiative’. These initiatives were curtailed—controversially—before the results were in, on the basis of political rather than empirical considerations (Maguire, 2004; Raynor, 2004). Again, it is apparent that there has been no attempt to evaluate whether or not, or in what ways, the change of training route has impacted on the actual outcomes of practice. Possibly, this is because there was no prospect that probation training would return to the social work fold. Instead, official audit ‘focused largely on issues of compliance with the regulatory framework and no evaluation was undertaken of the overall impact of the diploma on service delivery’ (Knight & Ward, 2012, p. 160). Subsequently, much research has been small scale, practitioner focused and concerned with the nature and quality of practice under ‘the new regime’, comparing ‘old’ and ‘new’ school approaches to probation (Annison, Eadie, & Knight, 2008; Fitzgibbon, 2011; Gregory, 2010). Generally, these conclude that contemporary arrangements represent ‘a more instrumental and functional training programme based on expediency and pragmatism’ (Knight & Ward, 2012, p. 179) and query whether the new route enables staff to ‘make complex judgements in unpredictable and uncertain circumstances … to think, analyse and reflect, confident in the depth of knowledge and understanding that they can bring to their practice’ (Knight & Ward, 2012, p. 174).

The impetus for change in nursing and probation was arguably similar—both stemmed from concerns about the quality of practice and threats to professional legitimacy—but the approaches that the different professions took were diametrically opposed. In the case of nursing, one of the presumed advantages of higher education-based professional education was the privileged status of academic knowledge, which is possibly seen as more robust than more vocationally derived understanding, thus strengthening the legitimacy of the profession. And yet, responses to recent health care failings routinely include a critique of the privileged role accorded to academic knowledge by nurses trained under the new arrangements (e.g. Francis, 2010). Indeed, some practitioners are amongst those who denounce the emphasis on ‘scientific’ knowledge at the expense of ‘good old fashioned’ nursing care. High-level requirements of university-based training ‘exclude potential nurses who are kind hearted rather than clever’ (Willis, 2012, p. 29) and patients and nursing are vulnerable as a result. In probation, meanwhile, after a period in which service failures attracted equally critical attention (see Fitzgibbon 2011 for a review), managerial constraints on professional
discretion have been significantly lessened with the introduction of new national standards which emphasise the role of professional judgement in decision-making.

In the absence of empirical evaluation, it does appear that shifts in the nature and context of professional training do not necessarily appear to have had the effects that were anticipated. A higher education base for nurse training was intended to ensure that healthcare ‘failures’ be reduced, and that where they did occur, practitioners and profession were protected against the charge that nursing was not rigorous in its approach to healthcare standards. Recent reaction to healthcare scandals (Department of Health, 2013) suggests this defence is by no means watertight. The absence of any large-scale evaluation of the impact that the shift to higher education has had on the outcomes of nursing practice makes this defence (if warranted) more difficult to sustain than need be the case. At the same time, the last few years have witnessed a resurgence of interest in relationship-based approaches to probation practice. Interestingly, some advocates of evidence-based practice in US social work have moved to make the same plea. Munson (2004, p. 259), for example, pleads for a version of evidence-based practice that is ‘balanced with a relationship model’. He argues that intervention ‘must have a developmental focus using a scientific perspective that relies on evidence that is grounded in a therapeutic relationship’ (p. 252). Evidence alone and relationship alone do not produce change, but both—and practice that is thus based—have ethical implications. While advocates of a ‘strong’ version of evidence-based practice appear to believe that the main risks of being unethical lie in being non-rational, Munson suggests that ‘[there] must be monitoring for the subtle belief that only evidence-based tasks or outcomes have value’ (p. 254). Evidence-based practice must, he believes, address power issues and ethical aspects of, for example, lack of expressive capacity in traumatised children. The irony is that at the time when skills taught on social work programmes became ‘officially’ relevant to probation work (Rex, 2010), the last vestiges of higher education involvement in probation training are finally disappearing.

**The Metropolitan Praksis: Enhancing transformative practice by the means of social work practice courses and learning network**

Whether social work education is located in the academy or the agency, university social work can maintain its vitality by developing models which span the realms of practice and research. The Helsinki model of organising the interaction between academy and agency is an example of a solution to the question of the role of university social work in relation to practice. The model has become known as a creative solution for facilitating a dialogue between the different cultures and tasks of social work practice, education and research, and, if translated to a UK context, may help university social work departments meaningfully articulate their role in relation to the social work agencies they work with.

In Finland, a considerable gap in the relations of practice, education and research evolved since the late 1970s as a consequence of academised social work education as part of social science studies. At the time social work did not exist as an independent academic discipline but was loosely considered to be some kind of micro-social policy. At first, the burden of applying research methods, theoretical concepts and ideas in practice was left to practitioners. It was soon discovered that this did not work; academically trained social workers were not able to act as pioneers alone in building the bridge between theory and practice.
Both the University and City of Helsinki agreed that more research skills were necessary in order to create a mutually enriching solution for developing a reflective social work discipline and future-oriented practitioners, as well as renewing social services. All these ideas were to some extent combined when the Heikki Waris Institute was established in 2000. The new institute provided a new mediating structure between research, teaching and social work practices (which the university sought) and new knowledge and innovative interventions in urban social issues and skilful practitioners who were able to develop the service provided by the City of Helsinki (Kannanoja, 2009). Elementary parts of the new concept included two closely connected functions which were soon termed Praksis and Practice Research (Karvinen-Niinikoski, 2005; Satka, Karvinen-Niinikoski, Nylund, & Hoikkala, 2005).

Praksis consists of four courses during BA and MA studies in social work (58 ETC credits). The overall aim is to create a learning network based on the idea of transformative, reflective learning of all contributors. The main platform is a learning network of social work agencies in child welfare services and social work with adults in addition to NGOs and governmental agencies. The first three courses are: (1) getting acquainted with helping in NGOs, (2) basic skills of psychosocial social work and (3) advanced social work skills in public sector settings. The last (4) is practice research in various settings including a Metropolitan Practice Research Forum, a yearly event for agencies and the university to reflect on outcomes and discuss aims for the future. The courses are organised together with the university lecturers and the agencies with the mediation of the Institute.

Praksis helps various participants to bridge the gap between education and training (see Table 2) via trialogical learning (Paavola, Engeström, & Hakkarainen, 2012), which is collaborative knowledge creation with knowledge artefacts for transformations in social work.

| Table 2. The benefits of the collaborative Praksis model in social work education. |
|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| **Presently** | **In the future** |
| Students | Becoming reflective social workers able to use various types of knowledge; learning to systematically create new knowledge and practice research | Able to coproduce knowledge with service users and professionals; development of a research-minded social work profession |
| Social work teams and practice teachers | New expertise created in dialogues with the students and practice teachers | New understanding, for example about transforming objects of social work with themselves as actors |
| Service users, experts by experience | Getting support for themselves; able to help service development; learning to coproduce | Feeling empowered and skilled in activities of coproduction |
| University teachers | Gaining up-to-date information for practice; relevant knowledge production and teaching | Active agents in collaborative knowledge production; agents for change |
| Managers, leaders and politicians | Supplied by up-to-date information about services, people’s concerns and needs | Participants in co-productive dialogues; knowledgeable decision-makers |
practice. The concept refers to the practice turn in social science (Schatzki, Knorr Cetina, & von Savigny, 2001) and builds on classic approaches emphasising mediation as a basis for human activities. It emphasises knowledge artefacts as things which mediate activities but are also taken themselves as objects to be created and developed by the actors.

Practicing social workers participate in co-production processes to transform both education and practice. Consequently, these processes also enhance continuous learning in organisations, and the outcomes are both material—research reports, teaching materials and academic articles—and immaterial—breathing, dynamic and innovative actors and organisations.

Praksis is a socially mediated learning network. The epistemic tools include, for example, learning assignments which apply tools of research and reflection, are developed in co-production processes, and are the platform of learning for students, practitioners and university teachers.

This model does not consider academia and practice as separate entities (see Marthinsen, Julkunen, Uggerhöj, Rasmussen, & Karvinen-Niinikoski, 2012). Participants work together in a net connecting teachers and students with work-teams and practice teachers in the field, and also with the managers, service users and experts by experience in the surrounding community, including NGOs. They are starting to see minor systemic changes ahead. One of them is that social work graduates are valued by both the service users and employees because of their attitude towards knowledge production and research in practice. On the other hand, academics have been able to follow the timely changes in urban social work practice, both on the level of the collaborating work-teams and on the collaborating service users. Furthermore, research with experts by experience produces new collaborative methods and improved services for people. This positions academics side-by-side with social workers to take a stronger role in the local politics as advocates and collaborative voices in making decisions for the future of social work.

The Finish model often raises questions about the evidence of its outcomes. While no formal evaluations have been conducted, the model has been adopted as the promising point of departure to reorganise the curriculum in other Finnish universities. A report for the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health Education (Sosiaalialan korkeaoulutuksen suunta, 2007) recommended the use of the model when it suggested a partly state-funded national model for social work education in a ‘study and research municipality’ based on the productive interaction and experience by practitioners, academics and students in the Helsinki region. Therefore, it has become a source of learning and rethinking for all partners and most of the Finnish universities (e.g. Saurama & Julkunen, 2012).

**Conclusion**

There is no clear evidence that professional education is best located in the academy or the agency. Existing evaluation of outcomes in social work education largely focuses on process and quality rather than effectiveness (Carpenter, 2011). However, there is evidence to suggest that conceptual linkage activities are more strongly related to learning outcomes than observational or participatory activities in social work practice placements (Lee & Fortune, 2013), suggesting an integration of theory into practice supports learning more effectively than just ‘doing the job’. Similarly, an examination of students’ reflective practice logs found a high level of integration of knowledge and skills in social work practice placements (Lam, Wong, & Leung, 2007).
Limited evidence suggests that existing models of practice education (located in the academy with placements within agencies) effectively allow students to integrate knowledge and practice. However, there are considerable methodological difficulties entailed in identifying and capturing the links between training programmes and subsequent practice quality. This may be a complex question, but given the threats social work faces, it is one with which it needs to engage. One way forward stems from the potential that ‘realism’ offers as a means of answering questions about the nature of working with complexity (Geyer & Rihani, 2010; Hudson, 2010; Pawson, 2013). Given the evident complexity of this task, might there also be potential to approach the evaluation of the outcomes of social work education on practice from a realist perspective? After all, there have been meaningful and useful realist evaluations of social work (e.g. Kazi, 2003), so why not social work education?

It may well enable us to think about how we might meaningfully evaluate the outcomes of social work, and of social work education, in ways which are different to the approaches encapsulated in snapshot or moving pictures approaches. There are now various approaches to capturing complexity that interested researchers might draw upon to operationalise the causal connections between the setting for social work training and outcomes of social work processes and interventions, from the perspectives of a variety of stakeholders. This means actively supplementing the assessment of disaggregated components of quality and effectiveness with a wholesale push to establish the respective strengths and limitations of academic and vocational routes in terms of actual outcomes in practice. This will be a challenging endeavour. But whatever the results, social work will be stronger if the benefits of the various routes to qualification are substantiated rather than merely claimed.

In retrospect, it is arguably unhelpful to think about social work as a separation between the academy and agency. Many social work academics continue in frontline practice or maintain close connections with practice through their research or other independent work. Many practitioners contribute to social work programmes as practice educators or visiting lecturers. We should not assume that there is a significant gap between agency and the academy or that the relationship is uniform across Europe or within European countries. However, where a gap exists, university social work can usefully position itself closer to practice to enhance the collaborative potential of academics, practitioners and service users to work together for the mutual and collaborative development of the profession. The Metropolitan Praksis model in Helsinki provides one example of how this can be achieved and illustrates the benefits of closer integration for the profession and, ultimately, the vulnerable people it seeks to serve.
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